
Created on Monday 02 November, 2015

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Coloris

DMC Coloris - Ancolie des jardins 4500
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-517-4500

Coloris is a multi-coloured thread including four
shades all in one thread. With its bright colour
burst, all shades complete each other
harmoniously without getting into one simple
gradient of tones. Stitch after stitch, each thread
tells a story. Once the colors mix with each other
cross by crossthey createe a design. For the use of
the Coloris thread stitch each cross one by one to
get a beautiful gradient. Each stitch will be unique
according to the used color.
Six stranded cotton, 8 meters per skein

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 02 November, 2015

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Coloris

DMC Coloris - Fleurs des champs 4501
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-517-4501

Coloris is a multi-coloured thread including four
shades all in one thread. With its bright colour burst,
all shades complete each other harmoniously without
getting into one simple gradient of tones. Stitch after
stitch, each thread tells a story. Once the colors mix
with each other cross by crossthey createe a design.
For the use of the Coloris thread stitch each cross one
by one to get a beautiful gradient. Each stitch will be
unique according to the used color.
Six stranded cotton, 8 meters per skein

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 02 November, 2015

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Coloris

DMC Coloris - Camélia 4502
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-517-4502

Coloris is a multi-coloured thread including four
shades all in one thread. With its bright colour
burst, all shades complete each other
harmoniously without getting into one simple
gradient of tones. Stitch after stitch, each thread
tells a story. Once the colors mix with each other
cross by crossthey createe a design. For the use of
the Coloris thread stitch each cross one by one to
get a beautiful gradient. Each stitch will be unique
according to the used color.
Six stranded cotton, 8 meters per skein

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 02 November, 2015

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Coloris

DMC Coloris - Glycine 4503
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-517-4503

Coloris is a multi-coloured thread including four
shades all in one thread. With its bright colour
burst, all shades complete each other
harmoniously without getting into one simple
gradient of tones. Stitch after stitch, each thread
tells a story. Once the colors mix with each other
cross by crossthey createe a design. For the use of
the Coloris thread stitch each cross one by one to
get a beautiful gradient. Each stitch will be unique
according to the used color.
Six stranded cotton, 8 meters per skein

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 02 November, 2015

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Coloris

DMC Coloris - Hortensia 4504
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-517-4504

Coloris is a multi-coloured thread including four
shades all in one thread. With its bright colour burst,
all shades complete each other harmoniously without
getting into one simple gradient of tones. Stitch after
stitch, each thread tells a story. Once the colors mix
with each other cross by crossthey createe a design.
For the use of the Coloris thread stitch each cross one
by one to get a beautiful gradient. Each stitch will be
unique according to the used color.
Six stranded cotton, 8 meters per skein

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 02 November, 2015

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Coloris

DMC Coloris - Bruyère 4505
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-517-4505

Coloris is a multi-coloured thread including four
shades all in one thread. With its bright colour burst,
all shades complete each other harmoniously without
getting into one simple gradient of tones. Stitch after
stitch, each thread tells a story. Once the colors mix
with each other cross by crossthey createe a design.
For the use of the Coloris thread stitch each cross one
by one to get a beautiful gradient. Each stitch will be
unique according to the used color.
Six stranded cotton, 8 meters per skein

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 02 November, 2015

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Coloris

DMC Coloris - Primavera 4506
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-517-4506

Coloris is a multi-coloured thread including four
shades all in one thread. With its bright colour burst,
all shades complete each other harmoniously without
getting into one simple gradient of tones. Stitch after
stitch, each thread tells a story. Once the colors mix
with each other cross by crossthey createe a design.
For the use of the Coloris thread stitch each cross one
by one to get a beautiful gradient. Each stitch will be
unique according to the used color.
Six stranded cotton, 8 meters per skein

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 02 November, 2015

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Coloris

DMC Coloris - Bougainvillier 4507
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-517-4507

Coloris is a multi-coloured thread including four
shades all in one thread. With its bright colour burst,
all shades complete each other harmoniously without
getting into one simple gradient of tones. Stitch after
stitch, each thread tells a story. Once the colors mix
with each other cross by crossthey createe a design.
For the use of the Coloris thread stitch each cross one
by one to get a beautiful gradient. Each stitch will be
unique according to the used color.
Six stranded cotton, 8 meters per skein

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 02 November, 2015

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Coloris

DMC Coloris - Campagne givrée 4508
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-517-4508

Coloris is a multi-coloured thread including four
shades all in one thread. With its bright colour burst,
all shades complete each other harmoniously without
getting into one simple gradient of tones. Stitch after
stitch, each thread tells a story. Once the colors mix
with each other cross by crossthey createe a design.
For the use of the Coloris thread stitch each cross one
by one to get a beautiful gradient. Each stitch will be
unique according to the used color.
Six stranded cotton, 8 meters per skein

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 02 November, 2015

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Coloris

DMC Coloris - Côte de granit 4509
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-517-4509

Coloris is a multi-coloured thread including four
shades all in one thread. With its bright colour
burst, all shades complete each other
harmoniously without getting into one simple
gradient of tones. Stitch after stitch, each thread
tells a story. Once the colors mix with each other
cross by crossthey createe a design. For the use of
the Coloris thread stitch each cross one by one to
get a beautiful gradient. Each stitch will be unique
according to the used color.
Six stranded cotton, 8 meters per skein

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 02 November, 2015

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Coloris

DMC Coloris - Érable 4510
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-517-4510

Coloris is a multi-coloured thread including four
shades all in one thread. With its bright colour
burst, all shades complete each other
harmoniously without getting into one simple
gradient of tones. Stitch after stitch, each thread
tells a story. Once the colors mix with each other
cross by crossthey createe a design. For the use of
the Coloris thread stitch each cross one by one to
get a beautiful gradient. Each stitch will be unique
according to the used color.
Six stranded cotton, 8 meters per skein

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 02 November, 2015

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Coloris

DMC Coloris - Été indien 4511
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-517-4511

Coloris is a multi-coloured thread including four
shades all in one thread. With its bright colour
burst, all shades complete each other
harmoniously without getting into one simple
gradient of tones. Stitch after stitch, each thread
tells a story. Once the colors mix with each other
cross by crossthey createe a design. For the use of
the Coloris thread stitch each cross one by one to
get a beautiful gradient. Each stitch will be unique
according to the used color.
Six stranded cotton, 8 meters per skein

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 02 November, 2015

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Coloris

DMC Coloris - States 4512
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-517-4512

Coloris is a multi-coloured thread including four
shades all in one thread. With its bright colour burst,
all shades complete each other harmoniously without
getting into one simple gradient of tones. Stitch after
stitch, each thread tells a story. Once the colors mix
with each other cross by crossthey createe a design.
For the use of the Coloris thread stitch each cross one
by one to get a beautiful gradient. Each stitch will be
unique according to the used color.
Six stranded cotton, 8 meters per skein

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 02 November, 2015

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Coloris

DMC Coloris - Londres 4513
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-517-4513

Coloris is a multi-coloured thread including four
shades all in one thread. With its bright colour burst,
all shades complete each other harmoniously without
getting into one simple gradient of tones. Stitch after
stitch, each thread tells a story. Once the colors mix
with each other cross by crossthey createe a design.
For the use of the Coloris thread stitch each cross one
by one to get a beautiful gradient. Each stitch will be
unique according to the used color.
Six stranded cotton, 8 meters per skein

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 02 November, 2015

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Coloris

DMC Coloris - Venise 4514
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-517-4514

Coloris is a multi-coloured thread including four
shades all in one thread. With its bright colour burst,
all shades complete each other harmoniously without
getting into one simple gradient of tones. Stitch after
stitch, each thread tells a story. Once the colors mix
with each other cross by crossthey createe a design.
For the use of the Coloris thread stitch each cross one
by one to get a beautiful gradient. Each stitch will be
unique according to the used color.
Six stranded cotton, 8 meters per skein

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 02 November, 2015

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Coloris

DMC Coloris - Paris 4515
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-517-4515

Coloris is a multi-coloured thread including four
shades all in one thread. With its bright colour
burst, all shades complete each other
harmoniously without getting into one simple
gradient of tones. Stitch after stitch, each thread
tells a story. Once the colors mix with each other
cross by crossthey createe a design. For the use of
the Coloris thread stitch each cross one by one to
get a beautiful gradient. Each stitch will be unique
according to the used color.
Six stranded cotton, 8 meters per skein

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 02 November, 2015

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Coloris

DMC Coloris - Forêt noire 4516
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-517-4516

Coloris is a multi-coloured thread including four
shades all in one thread. With its bright colour
burst, all shades complete each other
harmoniously without getting into one simple
gradient of tones. Stitch after stitch, each thread
tells a story. Once the colors mix with each other
cross by crossthey createe a design. For the use of
the Coloris thread stitch each cross one by one to
get a beautiful gradient. Each stitch will be unique
according to the used color.
Six stranded cotton, 8 meters per skein

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 02 November, 2015

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Coloris

DMC Coloris - Lutins 4517
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-517-4517

Coloris is a multi-coloured thread including four
shades all in one thread. With its bright colour
burst, all shades complete each other
harmoniously without getting into one simple
gradient of tones. Stitch after stitch, each thread
tells a story. Once the colors mix with each other
cross by crossthey createe a design. For the use of
the Coloris thread stitch each cross one by one to
get a beautiful gradient. Each stitch will be unique
according to the used color.
Six stranded cotton, 8 meters per skein

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 02 November, 2015

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Coloris

DMC Coloris - Cottage 4518
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-517-4518

Coloris is a multi-coloured thread including four
shades all in one thread. With its bright colour
burst, all shades complete each other
harmoniously without getting into one simple
gradient of tones. Stitch after stitch, each thread
tells a story. Once the colors mix with each other
cross by crossthey createe a design. For the use of
the Coloris thread stitch each cross one by one to
get a beautiful gradient. Each stitch will be unique
according to the used color.
Six stranded cotton, 8 meters per skein

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 02 November, 2015

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Coloris

DMC Coloris - Jingle bells 4519
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-517-4519

Coloris is a multi-coloured thread including four
shades all in one thread. With its bright colour
burst, all shades complete each other
harmoniously without getting into one simple
gradient of tones. Stitch after stitch, each thread
tells a story. Once the colors mix with each other
cross by crossthey createe a design. For the use of
the Coloris thread stitch each cross one by one to
get a beautiful gradient. Each stitch will be unique
according to the used color.
Six stranded cotton, 8 meters per skein

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 03 November, 2015

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Coloris

DMC Coloris - Conte de Noël 4520
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-517-4520

Coloris is a multi-coloured thread including four
shades all in one thread. With its bright colour burst,
all shades complete each other harmoniously without
getting into one simple gradient of tones. Stitch after
stitch, each thread tells a story. Once the colors mix
with each other cross by crossthey createe a design.
For the use of the Coloris thread stitch each cross one
by one to get a beautiful gradient. Each stitch will be
unique according to the used color.
Six stranded cotton, 8 meters per skein

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 03 November, 2015

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Coloris

DMC Coloris - Grands espaces 4521
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-517-4521

Coloris is a multi-coloured thread including four
shades all in one thread. With its bright colour burst,
all shades complete each other harmoniously without
getting into one simple gradient of tones. Stitch after
stitch, each thread tells a story. Once the colors mix
with each other cross by crossthey createe a design.
For the use of the Coloris thread stitch each cross one
by one to get a beautiful gradient. Each stitch will be
unique according to the used color.
Six stranded cotton, 8 meters per skein

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 03 November, 2015

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Coloris

DMC Coloris - Nuit canadienne 4522
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-517-4522

Coloris is a multi-coloured thread including four
shades all in one thread. With its bright colour burst,
all shades complete each other harmoniously without
getting into one simple gradient of tones. Stitch after
stitch, each thread tells a story. Once the colors mix
with each other cross by crossthey createe a design.
For the use of the Coloris thread stitch each cross one
by one to get a beautiful gradient. Each stitch will be
unique according to the used color.
Six stranded cotton, 8 meters per skein

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 03 November, 2015

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Coloris

DMC Coloris - Vent du nord 4523
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-517-4523

Coloris is a multi-coloured thread including four
shades all in one thread. With its bright colour
burst, all shades complete each other
harmoniously without getting into one simple
gradient of tones. Stitch after stitch, each thread
tells a story. Once the colors mix with each other
cross by crossthey createe a design. For the use of
the Coloris thread stitch each cross one by one to
get a beautiful gradient. Each stitch will be unique
according to the used color.
Six stranded cotton, 8 meters per skein

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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